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Preface

It is relatively rare in the history of educational thought that input from
medical research has had a major impact on the way teachers understand
their tasks. Within the past decade, however, research on patients with
severly damaged or surgically split brains has seemed to many to be rich
in its implications for instruction. Some writers, indeed, have gone over-
board. using our still inchoate knowledge of the way the brain works to
demand sweeping reforms of the curriculum, reforms that seem unjustified
by what little is known- with certainty.

Gabriele Rico and Mary Frances Claggett make no such demands.
Taking a cautious view of the research, they suggest that it has given new
validity to a truth good teachers have always known. That is, that we all
have two ways of thinking: a linear, logical way, and another way which
might be called spatial or holistic, perhaps even intuitive. They further
suggest that among the cries for "basics" in education, we should remem-ber that nothing is more basic than thinking, and that in a balanced cur-
riculum, both kinds of thinking deserve a place. -Noting that instructionin linear. logical thinking has long dominated the way we teach writing,
the authors suggest a number of activities which involve students in theother kind of thinking as they compose. Such activities can enrich our -instruction and can help us reach some students who do not respond with
enthusiasm to the grammar lesson, the outline, or the five-paragraph theme.

James Gray, Director
Bay Area Writing Project
School of Education
University of California, Berkeley
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I

Introduction

Clustering. It's easy, like composing a simple song. The first
time it may be hard. Don't try too hard! Just let ideas pop into
your head. Soon they'll be coming faster than you can write them
down. Quick! Catch that note before you forget. Okay. Write it
down. There goes another note. Catch that one, too. Okaygot
all the notes you think you need? Now put them together: sharps
here, flats there. Fast ones over there after the slow ones. How
does it sound so far? Too choppy? Well, rearrange the notes. May-
be a soft section should go tl ere. Right there ...see? Yea. There.
Now, how's that? Better, huh? Well, keep doing that; soon it will
sound like a nice melody. And don't forget to put a title to your
song!

The process of clustering, demonstrated and described above by .a
college freshman, is simple and it works. Why? Because it seems to gen-



erate7.active involvement of the right hemisphere of the brain in the act
of composing, which- is too often thought of as a logical, linear task to be
tackled primarily= with left-hemisphere skills. Composing, however, is a
complex symbolic activity, and we are finding that such complex symbolic
activity requires the balanced involvement of the learning strategies of
both hemispheres of the brain.

Whether we accept recent-Brain research fin ings as fact or whether we
sense in them nothing more tangible than a ne metaphor grounded in the
language of science, as metaphors often are, the implications for the
teaching of composition are enormous. Accordingly, the purposes of this
monograph are as follows:

1) To clarify those implications by reviewing some of the most impor-
tant aspects of brain research especially those., relevant to com -.
position.
To suggest and to describe a number of tested ways to balance
hemispheric involvement in composing. such as the clustering proc-
ess illustrated above.

3) To inform, to analyze, to describe, to make connections between
research and practice, and above all, to generate interest in the huge
potential for positive change in teaching strategies.

May this last purpose spur teachers to risk extending traditional bound-
.aries in ihteaching of composition.. ,

The composing process as complex symbolic activity necessitates a kind
of internal dialogue between whole and parts, between image and se-

' quence, between configuration and specifics, between initially vague
global idea and gradually emerging parts. In traditional approaches we
have geared dur teaching primarily to left-hemisphere processes such as
grammar, outlining, paragraph organization, usage, and so forth. However,
most of us know that the successful teaching of writing requires something
more. But what that more is is often so nebulous and intangible that we
feel frustrated in .our efforts to encompass it. Brain-hemisphere theory is
giving us an understanding of and a terminology for discussing those
intangible aspects of composition,-for effective writing also requires right-
hemisphere processes. Therefore, back to basics in teaching composition
may not mean trying harder a' 'le same tasks, but may mean exploring
new avenues to balance agairst the old. Marilyn Ferguson indicates that
this expansion is essential in the light of new discoveries about how the
brain works:

We are just beginning to realize how fragile our consensus of
reality is. Some of us process the world in an essentially crisp,
analytical, one-step-at-a-time fashion. Others are seeing in a
more fluid state, perceiving patterns, wholes, shapes, sometimes



unable to distinguish parts and make fine analytical discrim-
inations. Still others operat' alternately in both modes. some-
times analyt:cal. -sometimes holistic. And of course. every-
mental function is also a blend of the two processes.'



An Exploration of the Implications of
Brain Research for the Teaching,of Writing .

GABRIELE LUSSER RICO

Preliminaries

. An elaboration of such brain processes as Ferguson describes necessi-
tatessome preliminaries, beginning with a distinctionbetween animal and
human brains. Animal brains and human brains have d number of basic
functions in common, such ar; the control of movement and sensory analy-
sis. In motor control, each side.of the brain is concerned mainly with the
opposite side of the body, as, for instance, with the muscles of the hand/
forepaw and foot/hindpaw. In hearing, each ear has connections to the
auditory cortex of the brain in both hemispheres, but the connections to
the opposite sides are somewhat stronger. In sight, imagesfrom the right
half of space in both eyes are projected onto .the left visual cortex, and
vice versa. Although left and right visual fields are separate, they are
largely symmetrical in function in both animal and man.

Similarities between animal brain and human brain decline markedly
with the More specialized functions of the 'human brain. Three of 'these
specialized functions come immediately to mind: language, music, and
drawing? Language is universal among people: most of us in all cultures
are capable of learning to speak, write, and read, however limitedly.
Drawing is universal among people: most of us in all cultures are able to
make simple figures such as circles, squares,. rectangles, and so forth.
Music is universal among people: most of us in all/cultures are able to
recognize and reproduce even complex melodies. Animals cannot. These
specialized functions are profoundly asymmetrical irk the human brain.

In additon, three other brain functions in huma6s appear to be asym-
metrical although they are not yet too clearly understood: our curious
and sometimes all-too painful sense of time; the expression of our emo-
tional states and our recognition of them in others; and the most obvious,
of course, our handedness. Approximately 90 percent of the human
population favors the right hand. The non-human appears to have no
preference except when specifically taught a task, as when one teaches
a dog to "Shake' These preliminaries point to a significant fact about the
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-human brain: its asymmetry is the most striking biological characteristicof the human being. This asymmetry, which generates differing cognitive
talents. enharibes-our cognitive options and thus the creative capabilitiesof the total being.

Three Periods of Brain Research

Discoveries of brain asymmetry were made and expanded upon in three
chronological periods according to Zaidel2 In the first and pioneeringperiod during. the 1950's, when it was still assumed that the right hemi-sphere of the brain was not much more than a humbling backup for theleft'. researchers performed a historic operation that has radically alteredbur conceptions of how human beings know. The operation, performed toalleviate uncontrollable epilepsy, consisted of cutting the corpus callosum,that: bundle of 200.000.000 nerve fibers connecting the two hemispheres.The hope was to prevent the electrical storm that is epilepsy from spread-ing to both hemispheres. The operation was a success: the epilepsy wascontained. However, to their puzzlement, neurosurgeons found that
despite the cutting of 200,000.000 nerve fibers connecting approximately.,
ten billion nerve cells in the left hemisphere to ten billion in the righthemisphere, the patient seemed to function without obvious impairmentof consciousness. This puzzlement ied to the first of many sophisticatedtests of the set4rated brains of such patients, and these tests gradually
demonstrated not only hemispheric duality but hemispheric asymmetry:that is. they demonstrated that the processing of information in eachhemisphere is performed in radically different ways. Thus, the mostimportant finding to emerge from this first period was that the left hemi-
sphere. which controlled linguistic functions in right-handed people. wasgood at verbal, logical, linear tasks. and that the right hemisphere was good
at spatialf,constructional tasks.

The second period of research extended the concept of brain asymmetry,increasingly specifying the different ways in which each hemisphere
processes information. The left heMisphere was shown to be part-specific.
focusing on detail but without an overall grasp of a configuration, whereasthe right hemisphere was shown to he configurational. focusing on thewhole but ignoring the details. For example, the left hemisphere. in lookingat a face, distinguishes eyes. nose or mouth as critical features, each
meaningful in itself, whereas the right hemisphere processes, recognizeSand responds to the whole face. "A face,- writes Paul Watzlawick, "is amoveable feast:- noting it is almost impossible to describe a face unam-biguously and' analytically, that is, in left-hemisphere terms, to the extentthat police find it necessary to use an identification kit' The poem belowby Barry Cole humorously plays on this difficulty:



REPORTED MISSING

Can you give me a p e description?
said the policeman. Her ps, I told him.
were soft. Could you give me. he said, pencil
raised. a metaphor'? Soft as an open mouth.
I sai0. Were there any noticeable
peculiarities?.-he asked. Her hair hung
heavily, I said. Any particular
colour'? he said. I told him I could recall
little but its distinctive scent. What do
vot mean: he asked, by distinctive'? It had
the smell of woman's hair. I said. Where
were you! he asked. Closer than I am to
anyone at present. I said: level
with her mouth, level with her eves. Her eves'?
he said: what about her eyes? There were tvo.
I said: both black. It has been established.
he said. that eyes cannot, outside common
usage. hi black: are yoiiimplying that
iolence was used? Only the gentle

hammer blow of her kisses. the warmth
of her breath. the...Quite. said the policeman.
standing' But I regret that we know of
No. one answering to that description.

Unfortunately, this second period resulted in a series of premature
claims. in an oversimplification of research findings, and in a misapplica-
tion of emerging knowledge. However. Joseph Bogen. Los Angeles-based
pioneer split-brain surgeon and lecturer on brain duality. has given these
difficulties a proper perspective with his statement that.

there have undoubtedly been a number of over-interpretations
of the implications of hemispheric specialization. just as there is
an excess of over-interpretation of any scientific advance with
wide but as yet unexplored implications.

These unexplored implications continue to be studied in the current
period. Researchers are verifying, revising, and refining findings of the
first two periods. An important shift in findings has to.do with what is
important to us as teachers of c6rnposition: language. New research is.
showing that the earlier characterization of left-hemisphere and right-
hemisphere specialization as a verbal/spatial dichotomy has been mislead,
ing and that language is processed by the right hemisphere as well as the
left, albeit in radically different ways. Accordingly, Bogen has suggested
that the difference between the two hemispheres is not so much content--
specific, i.e., language in the left_ and spatial tasks in the right, as it is
process-specific, resulting in the availability of two different conceptual

6
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st)les. These two processes can be analogously characterized as
l'he left hemisphere splits the world into bits, into cl..74rly

definable. ktuantable, nameable parts, and it procCSSC-S he partsov--.
at-a-time in Nequentizti order, giving rise to lot:jell! thinking. BN contrast.
the right hemisphere lumps the world into configurations, into wholes, by
brinQing things into relationships with one another. and it proeesse. the
IllaT1V stimuli of an apprehended configuration all-atante. 1:iving rise to
holistic thinkinL. Moreover, in order to he able to process anything as a
. hole. the r6Tht hemisphere will fill in or ignore gaps. A look at four items
of the Street -Gestalt Completion Test" (Figure 1) will illustrate. Focus oil
the pieces. and you have difficulty seeing the whole Proces,, the whole by
ignoring or filling in what is missing. and you will recognize a configuration.

r--

Figure 1
"Ekample of Items used In the Street figure-completion test. Almost everyone recognizes the
upper left. whereas only a few recognize the lower left; the other two are intermediate in
d7fficulty.- (From Hogen, et al., 1972). (Reprinted by permission of the publisher from Roy
Street. A Ge% ta Cwriplettort Test. New York: Teachers College Press, Copyright c. 1931
by Teachers College, Columbia University. All rights reserved.)
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An apparently disorganized or unrelated group of parts for the left hem-
isphere becomes a meaningful whole for the right hemisphere despite
incompleteness.

Interpretive Capabilities of the Right Hemisphere

The predilection of the right hemisphere for complex wholes throws
light on its interpretive ability with respect to language. The right hem-
isphere is mute with certain notable exceptions: when an utterance can be
processed as a complex whole or is conceived of as a wholea song. lines
of poetry, strings of swear words. apLorisms the right hemisphere is able
to give expression to it. However, with respect to language receptivity,
Zaidel has recently demonstrated that the right hemisphere has a surpris-
ingly rich auditory lexicon as well as a substantial visual and writing
vocabulary on which to draw. But its linguistic abilities differ radically
from the left hemisphere's linguistic abilities: 1pft-hemisphere use of
language is explanatory, literal, fixed: it conveys information in specific.
unambiguous ways as. for example, in "a star is a large, self-luminous
heavenly body." The left hemisphere can retrieve and string together words
logically and syntactically: hence it is capable of propositional speech. Yet
the left hemisphere is unable to process linguistic ambiguity, nuance, irony:
nor can it make sense of metaphor, of. for example, "a star is a flower
without a stern." The aspects of language depending on the flash-like
illumination of a totality seem to he the province of the right hemisphere.
Malcolm X's description of his poverty, processed literally. is nonsense:

The day was to come when our family was so poor that we would
eat the hole out of a donut.

However, processed as a complex image. this absurd statement suddenly
gives us an approximate measure of what otherwise might be unimaginable
for many of us: donut holes, the epitomes of nothingness, of absence,
convey powerfully and humorously an impression of poverty far superior
to a detailed catalogue of what items were missing from this family's
shelves. Thus, spoken or printed words can evoke a complex of associa-
tions in the right hemisphere, forming a .pattern, a Gestalt, an image.
Similarly, as Paul Watzlawick has noted, the right hemisphere can create
a whole face from the few lines of a caricature. identify a symphony from
a single bar of music, recall a complex experience from a single scent!'

Another interesting observation by Watzlawick is the right hemisphere's
lack of the concept of negation.not, nobody, never, nowhere. He gives a
reason: "It is difficult, if not impossible. to represent the non occurrence
of an event by a picture:' For example. in "I throw the ball" versus "I do
not throw that ball:' the latter sentence could:be variously interpreted as
"I hold the ball," or "I hide the ball."4 One could argue that-negation is a



linguistic feature of a sentence, thus a part-specific aspect of language
_which qualifies the global image: therefore, the right hemisphere mis-
interprets it.

Closely related to new discoveries about language capabilities of the
right hemisphere is the finding that the right hemisphere has more ready
access to the limbic system. the structure which governs our emotions.
Evidence suggests that. although emotions are discharged through the
limbic system, the 'right hemisphere can interpret and give expression to
them. Two examples will hear this contention out. A patient with damage
to the left hemisphere is very disturbed by his inability to speak' and will
usually go into severe depression and-exhibit greatiruStration":*that is his
intact right hemisphere is giving expression to feelings of helplessness and
inadequacy. By contrast. a patient with damage to his right hemisphere
appears unconcerned with his condition, as though he did not know any-
thing was wrong: that is, his mechanism for emotional response is dam-
at,ed. As a second example, a patient with damage to the left hemisphere
cannot comprehend a propositional statement. a function of the left
hemisphere. but can recognize the emotional tone with which it is spoken.
he it angry or sad or ironic or loving. By contrast, a patient with a dam-
aged right hemisphere readily comprehends the meaning of what is said
because his left hemisphere is intact. but is extremely literal-minded and
unable to respond to its humor or to its angry or ironic tone. The subtleties
and nuances of language that require an emotional interpretation are the
province of the right hemisphere. Such interpretations are qualitative in
nature. not easily placed in the definitive conceptual- bins of left-hem-
isphere analysis.

Left-Hemisphere and Right-Hemisphere Functions Contrasted

By way of summing up the bewildering array of research. let me contrast
the differing functions of our two cognitive apparatuses:

1. The right hemisphere grasps the whole of a circumstance because
of its image-making power. that is, its simultaneous integration
of multiple :nput, whereaS the left hemisphereis linear, sequential,
algorithinic. part-specific, and logical.
The right hemisphere is capable of rapid. complex syntheses
derived from relevant elements despite missing pieces. whereas-
the left hemisphere processes stimuli on a one -at -a -time basis.

3. The right hemisphere is skilled in combination, amalgamations.
generalizations in images. whereas the left hemisphere does not
grasp an overall Gestalt. .hut rather the pieces that constitute it.'

4. The right hemisphere has a preference- for unity. scanning the
universe for similarity in dissimilarity. whereas the left hemi-
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sphere ...has a preference for diversity, perceiving differences,
classifying, categorizing, ordering.

S. The right hemisphere cannot learn by specific rules, nor does it
benefit from error correction: instead, it requires exposure to
rich associative patterns, which it tends to grasp as wholes,'"
whereas the left hemisphere benefits from narrow examples.
from trial and error, and from learning by rule.

6. The right hemisphere perceives qualitative relationships which
escape the linearity and logic of the left hemisphere, escapes
propositional language.escapes factual description, whereas the
left hemisphere is less successful. in dealing with -unnarffeable;-
unbOunded, and novel experiences.

7. The right hemisphere is crucial for the recognition and interpre-
tation of emotional cues, whereas the left hemisphere usually
ignores these or makes inappropriate responses.

In short. the right hemisphere knows far more than it can tell!
With these two cognitive apparatuses. one "splitting" and one "lumping:-

we apparerilly go through life, often engaging either one or the other,
depending on which hemisphere is best suited to the task at hand. Yet, as
previously noted, complex symbolic activity such as writing requires not
only the specialized talents of both hemispheres. but a constant shifting
hack and forth from a wholeno matter how vague or tentativeto its
emerging parts. and back to a more clearly delineated whole. The whole
is generated by right-hemisphere imagistic thought while the parts are
ordered by left-hemisphere sequential thought. Both are rooted in another
asymmetrical functiombriefly mentioned above: human time-conscious-
ness.

Image Prediction and Sequence Prediction

The philosopher Tobias Grether calls man Homochronos, time-
conscious man, because, unlike animals, we are driven to action by our
sense of the future and of a remembrance of our past." The poem below
by W. H. Auden powerfully, though ironically, points to this fundamental
difference between animal and human:

PROGRESS
Sessile, unseeing,

The Plant is wholly content
With the Adjacent.
Mobilised, sighted,

The Beast can tell Here from There
And Now from Not-Yet.

10



Talkative, anxious,
Man can picture the Absent

And Non-Existent.

Precisely because the human being can picture the absent and non-existent, can he think about a poem he wants to write (e.g. love-painful-sweet-yearning). a vacation he wants to take (e.g.. sun-warm-sand-relax-
blue sky-tan). an essay he has to write (e.g. childhood uneasiness-fear ofdark-locked in closet-paralyzed). That thinking process may- be described
as all-at-once. quicksilver image prediction and is the province of the
right hemisphere. But unless he can also form sequences of _hoi to makethe-essay. the vacation, the poem into a reality, the picture will remain afleeting phantom. That thinking process is reflected in one-at-a-time,
laborious sequence prediction and is the province of the left hemisphere.Both modes are necessary to complex symbolic activity. The first personwho looked at the stick in his hand and the 'stone on the ground and sawthem not merely as stone and stick but as potential weapon and tool pro-jected a complex image of an as yet non-existent future which might wellhave included the satisfying image of hitting the enemy on the head while
remaining well out of arm's reach.

Let us look at the importance of image prediction in human thought.Accounts of author's and scientists are replete with the= power of image
prediction. which might be defined as a tenuous advance organizer. Forinstance, asked about how he composed. C. S. Lewis wrote:

IJ

One thing I am sure of. All my seven Narnian books, and mythree science fiction books, began with seeing pictures in inyhead. At first they were not a story, just pictures. The Lion 'allbegan with a picture of a Faun carrying an umbrella and parcelz;in a snowy wood. This picture had been in my mind since I was
about sixteen. Then one day, when I was about forty. I said 43myself: Let's.try to make a story about it.'2

Darwin's earliest notebook entries show his theory of evolution throughnatural selection to be rooted in- the image of an irregularly branchingtree: (see Figure 2). His accompanying notations indicate that he wasseeking a still more appropriate image for the theory. an image that wasto be articulated years later: "The tree of life should perhaps becalled the coral pf life. base of branches dead, so that passages cannot beseen:'''
Einstein's description of his own creative process points to a clear

distinction between image predictio7. and sequence prediction:

The psychical entities which seem to serve as elements of thought
are certain signs and' more or less clear images which can be



r.

Figure .2
Reprinted from On Aesthetics in Science edited by Judith Wechsler by permission of the

MIT Press. Cambridge. Massachusetts. Copyright C 1978. courtesy of the Syndics of Cam -
bridge University Library.)

"voluntarily" reproduced and combined.... This combinatory
play seems to be the essential feature in productive thought
before there is any connection with logical construction in words
or other kinds of signs which can be communicated to others...'.
The above-mentioned elements are, in my case, of visual and
some of muscular type. r:onventional words... have to be sought
for laboriously only in a secondary stage, when the mentioned
associative play is sufficiently established and can be reproduced
at will.'4

These image projections, called "thought experiments" by Einstein,
eventually led him to his stunning theories. Only sixteen when he initiated
his first thought experiment, he imaged what a light wave would look like
to an observer riding along with it. In another, he imaged a man in a falling
elevator; this experiment led to his general relativity theory. In yet another,
he imaged his curved four-dimensional space-time continuum as a "sus-
pended rubber sheet stretched taut but deformed wherever heavy objects
stars, galaxies, or any other matter are placed on it,"'5 as illustrated in
the following diagram (Figure 3).

12



Figure 3The Master's Universe" (Reprinted by permission from Time. The Weekly Newsmagazine:Copyright c Time Inc..1979.)

And Goethe as a boy saw a puppet show- depicting the life of a mannamed Faust who sold his soul to the devil in exchange for all knowledge.He wrote that the complex images of this marionette play stayed with himall his life "echoing and humming about me in every key" until he finallycompleted his own masterwork of Faust. but not until the year of hisdeath."'
So. too, a youthful Copernicus, with virtually no instruments availableto him except an astrolabe. envisioned an image of the sunnot theearthas' the center of the universe, an image prediction that helpedusher philosophy, psychology, and astronomy into the modern world.Finally, the contemporary writer. Joan Didion, says that all of her ,-ritingis governed by the pictures in her mind, that writing is actually a way ofdiscovering what is going on in these pictures: that writing is a way ofmaking the pictures coalesce, connect, and take on meaning.

Let me show you what I mean by pictures in the mind. I beganPlay It as It Lays just as I have begun each of my novels, with nonotion of "character" or "plot" or even "incident." I had only twopictures in my mind.... The first was of white space. Empty
space. This was clearly the picture that dictated the narrativeintention of the book..-.. The second picture was of something
actually witnessed. A young woman with long hair and a shortwhite halter dress walks through the. casino at the Riviera in LasVegas at one in the morning. She crosses the casino alone andpicks up a house telephone. I watch her because I have heardher paged, and recognize her name: she is a minor actress I. seearound Los Angeles from time to time, in places like Jax ... buthave never met. I know nothing about her. Who is paging her?Why is she here to be paged? How exactly did she come to this?

13
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It was precisely this moment in. Las Vegas that made Play It as
It Lays begin to tell itself to

And like Einstein. Didion attests to the multi-sensory nature of image
prediction. rather than the exclusive visual nature we usually associate
with the word linage. In describing the dominant image that guided the
writing of A Book of Common Prayer the Panama airport at 6 A.M., she
refers to sensory images Of-touch.texture_sound_kinesthesis, vision:

The way it looked that morning remained superimposed on
everything I saw until'-the. day .1 finished A Book of Common
-Prayer I lived in thai airport for several years. I can still feel
hot air when I step off the plane, can see the heat already rising
off the tarmac at 6 A.M. I can feel my skirt damp and wrinkled
on my legs. I can feel the asphalt stick to my sandals. I remember
the big tail of a Pan-American plane floating motionless down at
the end of the tarmac. I remember the sound of a riot machine
in the waiting room.'

On a more practical level, the research of child development specialists
John and Sandra Gadell suggests that image prediction plays a central
role in a child's cognitive development. The best zoy, they say, is a simple
set of unpainted blocks. A block can be imaginatively transformed into
anything: "If you show me a kid who can build with blocks and imagine
a large city, I can show you a kid who will probaily not have trouble with
his reading:. they write. Any child with the ability to imagine blocks as
something else has become accustomed to the idea that blocks are sym-
bols for something else. it a city or a truck: such a child "will more
easily understand how printed words on a page can stand for ideas and a
brightly colored map can symbolize a far-off country..."

Bringing the question of image prediction closer to schooling, let us
examine reading: in reading, the right hemisphere seems to generate and
hold, the shifting configurational framework for the text while the left
organizes the sequence of events, notes detail. analyzes the logic of a
writer's propositions. and processes letters. words. and syntactic informa-
tion. If a child gazes off into space during reading. she may well he day-
dreaming. on the one hand, but on the other. she may he striving precisely
for a conceptual fratnework within .which to fit the individual pieces of
information she is processing. Such image projection allows a reader to
speculate about what may happen later on in the. story. to connect what
she is presently reading to earlier---events of the story, and to become
aware of the less easily definable aspects of reading. such as repeated
images, nuances and subtleties of language, metaphors, puns, paradoxes,
and other ambiguities which serve-to unify and enrich the experience.

Examining image prediction from a teaching standpoint, we can say
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that to teach sequences without giving students the resources for attach-ing them to unifying images is confusing at best, counterproductive atworst. In fact. such learning is tantamount to memorizing random num-bers or random rules without being told their usefulness. The best teachers
seem naturally to provide their students with images to give them a whol-istie framework into which the details will fit as they arc delineated.
Buck minster Fuller. for example, began one of.his speeches as follows:

I he planet Earth is a spaceship. It has 150 sovereign admirals,
Or nations. with the admiral in stateroom thirteen trying to sink
the admiral in stateroom fifty-eight ...and the port trying to sink__the starboard-

This vivid image of the earth as a spaceship enabled Fuller's audience tograsp the details of what followed more readily than if he had begun with
a propositional statement. Since metaphor selects only relevant detail.
condenses. compresses. and points to relationships, it excels in economy.
A compact image unites. Image prediction represents one of the mind'sstrategies for protecting an individual's limited capacities from the
confusion of overloading. The following cartoon (Figure 4) gives a hunior-ous and all too familiarexample of the impossibility of loading theImage-making right hemisphere with left-hemisphere sequences.

\-1

DrJwang by Stevencon, Cs)IQ76 The Nev, Yorker Mag.u.trre htc_
Flgure 4
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Applying the foregoing description of right- hemisphere image prediction
and left-hemisphere sequence prediction to composing, one can see that
composing is a creative act: the shaping of something from nothing
through the medium of words requires the active involvement of both
left and right processes. Yet we spend many years of schooling teaching
our young people the sequential aspects of composingwe teach gram-
mar: we teach paragraphing: we teach the fornis of exposition: we teach
usage: we teach spelling and for good reason, for they are important
tools. Yet, as many teachers of English already know. that maze of gram-
mar sequencesas well as the multitude of other sequences we have
devised to teach composition without a corresponding emphasis on
right-hem d make students
writers. "I know:" you might say. "hut don't we project images automatical-
ly? Do we have to teach those skills?" I would have to respond: Indeed we
do: we Cannot stop the right hemisphere from forming images of the absent
and the non-existent. But, as with left-hemisphere skills, we confront the
question of quality, as Robert Masters argues:

What we qualitatively require of the right hemisphere must not
he inferior to what we require of the left. About the necessity for

'good qualitative use. we need have no doubts. If it were not so.
then the hours at the TV set, or just processing the world around
us. would meet the right hemisphere's needs.'-'

As teachers of English we all want students to become better writers.
But wanting them to do so and enabling them to do so are unfortunately
two different things altogether. a regret echoed by the biologist R. W.
Gerard in his observation that "to teach rigor while preserving imagination
is an unsolved challenge to education:'" But we are slowly but surely
learning new ways to complement the old. As indicated at the beginning
of this paper, one approach which grew directly out of my study of brain
research is the clustering process. an example of which opens this mono-
graph. Briefly, clustering is a generative. non-linear. and visual process
which utilizes the image-predictive mode. Although it utilizes words and
phrases. generally thought to he a left-hemisphere function, clustering
circumvents left-hemisphere syntactic constraints and draws on the right
hemisphere's ability to generate a tentative whole from limited but relevant
elements. In introducing clustering. _I tell students that it is a process
which focuses on the pre-writing phase of composing. a phase as critical
as the final writing phase itself. Most simply put, it externalizes a thinking
process already available to the human being: In order to practiceclUster-
ing, students make a daily ten-minute journal entry based on a .stimulus
word written inside a circle on the board. Students are then instructed to
radiate outward from the center with as many associations as come to
them in a brief period of timesay, one to two minutes at most. I tell
them. "Cluster until something is triggered in your minda tentative2
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wholethat you think you can write about in the remaining -eight or so
minutes and begin writing." They may use one, some, or all of the ideas
generated in the cluster with the objective of shaping a coherent whole
within the time limit. The following cluster and the resulting writing by acollege freshmanall done within a ten-minute spanwill illustrate theprocess:

ctSipl)
c6,4

Deep down inside of me. underneath the surface of the me whbpretends to he someone else. the real me exists. My surface .person tries to ignore and suppress my true self. but truth and
reality eventually wind up the victors. I have feelings so deep in
my soul, emotions so firmly embedded- in my heart. convictions
so permanently ingrained in my brain. that I cannot escape their
influence, no matter how hard the- I. on the surface. tries to
pretend they do not exist.

Clustering helps students to discover what they- might he able to writeaboutand to discover, sometimes to their surprise, things they alreadyknowbefore they are asked to engage in sequential skills) In clustering.
words are triggered by associative images to shape a tentative projected
whole. Moreover, each word inside the circle seems to be a miniaturewhole in itself, since the associations are primarily triggered by images.For example. if you explore the cluster- produced by the-stimulus 'word
"underneath;' you -can almost-see how the response "deep" was triggeredby images of holes, tunnels. dark mines, and caves. The principal effectof clustering appears to be the circumventing or blocking of,the logical,
critical, sequential censorship of the left hemisphere, encouraging image
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prediction by making normally silent, invisible. mental processes both
visible and manipulable. hence both teachable and useable in ihe class-
room. Finally, clustering makes students aware that words, phrases,
numbers are multidimensional entities from which can radiate as many
different associations as there are individuals to connect them.

Additional classroom benefits are noted by Mary Lou Munson. teacher
of English at Wooster High School. Reno. Nevada. in the following descrip-
tion of her use of the technique:

In the classroom. clustering has engendered an enthusiasm for
writing unparalleled in my teaching experience. I have students
cluster for ten minutes at the beginning of each class period. On
the first day I distribute "cluster packets" (a stack of stapled-
together sheets of notebook paper and explain the process and
philosophy of clustering. The class and I together cluster two or
three words on the blackboard. and the students are then given
a word to cluster individually in their cluster packets. They are
instructed that in The future they should look at the blackboard
as they enter the room. If they see an encircled cluster word on
the hoard. they get their cluster packets from the theme box
desi:4nated for their class peri6d.eluster the assigned word, write
a paragraph. and return their packets to the box. I explain to the
students that while 1 will read their clusters. I will neither mark
nor _grade them. 1 have found that the students are so eager to
make use of every minute of their allotted clustering time that
on elusterinANK's 1 am not surrounded by students clamoring
for individual attention before the tardy as they write
quietly at their desks. I check roll and peacefully organize the
work for the period. Another beneficial by-product has been that
no one asks. "Is this for a grader Nor have I ever been asked.
"Do we hare to do this'!"

The real profit gained from clustering is not limited to the
students' enjoyment and enthusiasm. I feel that the quality of
their Writing has been noticeably improved through clustering.
In vain. during. years of countless writing assignments. have I
tried to impress upon students that papers composed of broad
generalities and "grocery list" items ("skiing is a sport that re-
ytiires pieces of equipment:...--) are neither interestimg
nor worth writing. Clustering eliminateS such problems. Each
individual's associations with and reactions to a cluster word are
unique and personal and therefdre result in interesting para-
graphs.

As a teacher I have concluded, since I have began using
clustering. that my system of requiring a worksheet containing
a statement of purpose. 'a list of ideas, and an outline organizing



those ideas in a "logical" order may not be the 'best method of
teaching most students to write well. I ,am at a loss to explain
why the results' did not long ago convince me of the frequent
failure of that method. In a recent "department theme" assign-
ment in which I so far relaxed my rigidity as to allow the students
a choice of clustering or the traditional form of worksheet, only
three of one hundred twenty students chose to use the tradition'al
form.

Since our image- predictive capabilities represent the open end of human
potential, the way around excluded possibility and severe loss is to expandthem, not in place of. but in addition to, our sequence predictive powers.Accordingly, we must provide enabling activities for developing right-hemisphere as well as left-hemisphere processes, for metaphor as well aslogic. for clustering as well as outlining, for tentative connections as wellas final product. Part III of this monograph describes other tested waysfor doing so.
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An Approach to the Teaching of _Writing
Based on Applications of Recent Brain Research

-t

MARY FRANCES CLAGGETT

. Prologues to What is Possible ,

L.

There are two -extremely timely reasons for teachers of writing to
become familiar with_recent brain research and its potential for the
classroom. First, many teachers will find in this research a revelatory vali-
dation for techniques they have long practised in the classroom but were
unable to justify beyond the "It works" gesture. Second, in the educational
climate in which we .must assess and account for the learning of our
studentS, we need to understand and be able to interpret to parents, as
well as to other members of the school community, the essentials of a
balanced approach to teaching basic skills. In ac' 'Rion to these practical
reasons, the research itself pr6vides us with new models of thinking. about"
learning. Wheiher we come to this study as theorists looking for a scientific
model for understanding the composing process or as poets caught -by the
metaphor of right and left, sun and moon, linear and holistic, we have
riches before us.

The idea that the two hemispheres of the br\ain pi-ocess information
differently is immediately 'suggestive. Our language is filled with dichoto-
mies that reflect two ways of perceiving; suddenly the ancient associations
of sun with rational thought and moon with intuitive thought have addi-
tional impact. The research reveals that the left hemisphere of the brain
(in most right-handed people) is specialized for sequential, linear thoUght;
it is the dominant hemisphere for most kinds of language production and
iecinnition. The right hemisphere, on the other- hand. is specialized for
the ability to perceive the large pattern of. things: it is the dominant
hemisphere for spatial perCeptions, for seeing things whole..

Sorting out which_Lthe composing activities are primarily left-hem-
isphere oriented and which are right-hemisphere is, at this stage in our
-understanding of the brain; an inexact activity. There is an indication now,
for example, that the right hemisphere has a' greater capacity for some
language functions than was previousty' -thought. I wish to underline My
use of the research in a cautionary- wily, relying more heavily c.in the



metaphor than on the as-yet-incomplete scientific data available to us. Thelarge distinctions. however, seem to be firmly grounded. The entire ques-tion of handedness, always fascinating to explore, will be omitted in this
monograph: it is explored in the research listed in the bibliography.

Right-hemisphere modes of perception seem to me to be essential
durine, the pre-writing process, whether that process takes place at thelevel of awareness or not. Many people share the experience I often haveof sitting down to write and having the entire piece (frequently a poemfor this type of experience) come at a sitting. generally requiring little of
no revision. I have come to identify this mode as a right-hemisphere mode
since the structure, the whole, is present without conscious manipulationof sequence or logical thought. Other people are much more likely to sit
down, write a rough draft, revise, write another draft, and so on until._ the
work is finished. Many of these individuals describe a self-consciousness
during the act of writing that acts as editor censor. This process seems
to me to be more dominantly left-hemisphcre oriented. Of course, bothmodes are involved, but one seems to be dominant.

In order to translate this knowledge of different .ways of approadhing
the writing task to the classroom, I try to design experiences that directly
involve both modes of perceiving. It is easy to assume that- our students
process a task the same way we do, but we may be making a false assump:
tion. In order to provide a balanced approach to the teaching of writing,then, I try to allow for the right-hemisphere modes by encouraging cluster:-
ing, body movement. color,. image-making. metaphoric thinking, rhythm,design: I try to enhance the left-hemisphere modes by providing exercises
for sequential thotight. for precision., for understanding of transitions, for
step-by-step progression of idea. The left-hemisphere modes are utilized.too:in the careful editing that must be done before any work is ready for
publication, whether publication means the classroom wall, the sefriger-
ator at home. the schbol newspaper, or Literary Cavalcade

In working out my integrated approach to the teaching of writing, Ihave adapted James Britton's terminology to discuss modes of writing_as
they relate to right- and left-hemisphere functions; Britton uses tl-F terms-
"expressive, transactional, and poetic" to describe writing thah,serves
different functions?' Expressive writing- is informal or -casual, usually
written for the self, and characterizes the kind of writing that manyEnglish teachers see in journal writing or "free" writing. Transactional
writing is that writing which is used to inform. to instruct, or to pers-uade.
In the other direction, poetid writing moves into the realm of art and
includes the story and the poem.

Transactional Expressive Poetic
The importance of Britton's conjectures about the ways in which, we
apprehend different kinds of writing has not, I think, been discussed." inthe context of our knowledge concerning current brain research: Britton
suggests that readers apprehend transactional writing piecemeal. whereas
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they apprehend poetic writing as a whole. His comments can be directly
applied to the..two kinds of hemispheric functions:- piecemeal apprehend-
ing of transactional writing appears to be primarily a function of the left
hemisphere: while apprehending poetic writing, the kind that can he seen
as a whole, seems to he largely a function of the right hemisphere. These
are. of course, rough perceptions. but seem to he largely descriptive of
the different kinds of experiences the two kinds of writing engender.

In order- to bring these ideas into the classroonL we can -begin to
distinguish. types of assignments with relation to the dominant process
involved. If we are going to assign an essay of persuasion, for example.
we know that we are expecting the student to arrange linear. logically-

, connected pieces of information into a whole that, in itself. will he read
piecemeal. If, on the other hand. we assign a short story or poem, we need
to be able to help the student utilize the holistic aspects, of composition.
understanding, too, that the work will be apprehended as a whole. Both
kinds of writing, as Britton says, proceed fa.om the matrix of expressive
writing., the kind we find in journals, in daily `cogs, in letters. It is important
to remember that these distinctions are often not pure distinctions. In
transactional writing, the writer may move into the poetic function to
illustrate with a story the main idea of the piece. And. conversely, in
poetic writing. the purposes of persuasion or instruction may be operating.
Essentially, however, according to Britton, we should design our assign-
ments to alki-w for ample expressive writing, carefully considered kinds
of pre-writing. and clearly focused directions for the ultimate purpose of
the assignment which will move it along the spectrum toward either the
transactional or the poetic. My plea is that we balance our instruction
and involve both right-hemisphere and left-hemisphere modes of thinking
in our writing program.

Before describing specific classroom applications involving the right-
,hemisphere mode lour literature abounds with those involv_ing- the left-
hemisphere), I would like to suggest that out. methods of evaluation can
he built into assignments and bejdireczly based dn Britton's-conCepts of
reader apprehension. Expressive writing may he accepted without judg-
ment, but with close attention to possibilities in either of the other func-
tions. .Much expressiVe writing, of course, is not developed further; it
exists as a valid respOnse in its own right. This kind of writing would not
he -"graded" other than perhaps recording the student's having done or
not done it.) Transactional. writing lends itself to analysis, the kind of
marking that gal of us r.re .'accustomed to doing, although here, too, I feel
we should ti.'onstantly be aware of our expressed purpose in the assignment
and use our marks discretely. Poetic writing -calls for a holistic response,
followed by an analysis of why the entire piece worked or did not work.
We need to he able to help the student understand how to look at the
elements without losing the whole: hOw to deal with individual word
choice in a poem while keeping the rhythm and the form in` focus.
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While each kind of writing has a dominant function, its success as awhole depends on the development and accessibility of both hemisphericmodes of processing information. Britton's line depicting the spectrumfrom expressive writing to transactional in one direction and poetic inthe other could well he extended to complete a circle so that the poeticand transactional come together through the element of symbol. Theultimate in transactional symbol, suggests Judy Salem. a mathematicsteacher. is the mathematical expression of numbers: and number, mani-
fested in rhythm. rhyme, and symbol. has always been central to poetry.

A Seeing and Unseeing in the Eye

The art of changing focus is as essential to the writer as it is to thephotographer. In order to "pay attention:' one must learn not to pay
attention..When we wish to see color and detail, we employ the cones inour eyes. the cells that allow us to see sharp distinctions. When we attendto the blurred edges of our vision, the gray area that gives us both warning
and awareness, we employ the rods. When we teach our students to makea formal outline before writing and to follow that outline in the writing
of the paper. we are asking the student to write with the equivalent of the
cones. everything in sharp detail. in focus. There is no room in the processof writing from a-linear outline for the unexpected connections that occur
as the words themselves begin to lead us to new insights about our subject.This kind of writing, generally transactional. has its place in the curriculum.It is my position. however, that even -this kind of writing will be vastlyimproved if the formal outline is preceded by right-hemispher.e orientedpre writing exercises.

On the other hand. if we ask our students to begin by writing the firstthing that comes into their minds, to let their writing proceed withoutthinking, we may get Some very imaginative bits and snatches, someinteresting connections among the dross, but rarely (the exceptions relateto those whose pre-writing is done without conscious awareness) a finishedpiece of writing. This kind of writing can he utilized in a more structuredway by setting up specific situations that enable the right-hemisphere
.-modes of perceiving to he tapped.

In order to employ both the seeing and the unseeing. the cones and therods, the linear, sequential thought processes of the left hemisphere andthe holistic. intuitive processes of the right, we must move back andforth between the polarities, drawing first on one, then the other before
the "edgings and inchings of final form'," that Wallace Stevens speaks ofare imposed or discovered.

I came to the study of brain research and its implications for under-standing the process of composing as a teacher and as a writer sensing
a new metaphor. I began to think about the elements of the writing
process as requiring sequential thought (left hemisphere) or overall
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holistic perception i right hemisphere). I began to put together ideas about
the process of writing with problems of teaching writing. I began to look
through files and collect evidence of writing assignments that used what
I now call right-hemisphere modes of learning as well as the more common
left-hemisphere modes. As I experimented with my students in applying
specific aspects of different modes of thinking. I also began to explore
ideas with other teachers. taking sample assignments to conferences and
workshops for teachers. And teachers began sending student work to me.
trying out the ideas that I present here for other teachers to try, to adapt,
to reject. to embrace, but above all, to make, in some way. their own.

Not Ideas About the Thing, But the Thing Itself

A number of the following assignments will he familiar. to -many teach-
ers: some will be new. In each case. I will try to place the activity in the
context of right-hemisphere or left-hemisphere mode. indicating, too.
where the activity falls in the writing process. The first group of activities
has to do with helping students focus their attention: they are primarily
right-hemisphere activities used as pre-writing exercises.

FOCUS...by framing
by coloring
by centering
by titling
by shaping
by clustering

Framing
Literally, frame the space to be used for writing. Draw a circle on the

page. Draw a rectangle. Cut out a shape with construction paper. Provide
the unexpected in the outline and give the assignment as usual.

This technique, utilizing the right-hemisphere mode of spatial percep-
tion. works especially well with students who have severe writing problems;
high school students who resist writing on lined paper sometimes do
amazing work when they write within frames on unlined white or colored
construction paper. It is an easy transition from this exercise to comic
strip writing in which the dialogue is written within the balloon frames,
and it is another easy transition from the balloons to quotation marks. As
students become flUent, they go back to the lined paper but draw a margin
all the way around.

Coloring
Whenever possible. 1 include color in pre-writing assignments. I have

on hand colored construction paper, crayons. felt _markers, colored pen-
cils. Color will be an important element in some of the assignments thit
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I describe in detail later, but one beginning exercise, which incorporates
framing, is this one: I ask the students to think of a place (their room, afavorite vacation place) and draw just the outlines of a scene, usingcolor. The terminology of photography is useful here; I have them pre-tend to be taking a picture of the scene, forcing them to take a position
(translated later into point of view) and concentrate on framing the pic-
ture as a camera does. After they finish the drawing. I ask them to describejust what they have drawn, including each detail, using color in -wordsas they have done in the drawing. 'After that pre-writing exercise, I askthem to put two people into the drawing, if the picture had no people,and write a conversation between the people that makes clear where thedialogue is taking place. This activity (a right-hemisphere activity) inte-
grates different elements of the previous activities and may lead to scriptwriting for class presentation.

Centering
Many students who have difficulty in focusing their attention profit

from guided-imagery exercises=-pre-writing activities that create a specific
situation out of which they write, frequently with unaccustomed enthusi-asm. I have found that writing students do after guided-imagery exercises
often possesses strong visual imagery. One guided-imagery assignmentfollows: I ask students to close their eyes and imagine a building. Theygo-into the building; they discover that it is a library, but this library-contains only books that have not yet been written. They look around,browsing among the titles and noting the shapes. They take some booksoff the shelves, feel them, look through them. Finally, they pull off theshelves a book they want to read, the book that they would most like toread, if only it had been written. They. note the title of the book, feel itin their hands, examine the cover, and look at the chapter titles. Then Iask them to open their eyes and, before talking to anyone, write down
everything that they saw, including the description of the book. For thosestudents- who did not "imagine" anything, I ask them to record theirfeelings during the experience. After they have completed this expressivewriting, they go to the school library and look at book jackets, examiningthem for cover design. book summaries, biographical sketches, and re-views on the back: Their assignment (making use of color and the right-
hemisphere functions of design and shape, as well as the left-hemisphere
functions of summary writing, biographical-sketch writing, and criticalreview) is to design a complete book jacket for a book that has not beenwritten, but one they would very much like to read. It may or may notbe the one from the guided imagery experience. I have found that about
two-thirds of the Class do use the book from that experience; others eitherchange their ideas or did not have a book in mind to bring back from themagical library.

When the book covers are finished, I spend about two class periods
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having students read them. Each student writes a response comment
about each book jacket; the responses are signed and stapled inside the
book covers. A class that is used to group editing and group criticism
responds well to this aspect of the assignment. After all book jackets have
been shared, they go on the bulletin board, our manner of publishing.

Titling
Titling deserves special mention as a right-hemisphere-integrating activi-

ty because of its double function. It not only focuses the prospective
reader's attention, but it also focuses the writer's eye. I like to have
students use a working title, then reconsider the title after the work is
finished. The best titles, in my opinion, attract the reader. and in addition,
assume a. greater significance to the reader after the work has been read.
Sometimes I will have studentsieave a work untitled and ask their editing
partner to title it: if it is impossible to title the work, perhaps it lacks
focus.

Some titles. of transactional works, for instance, are best kept purely
informative; here the key may be in accuracy of focus. Still the titling is
an integrative, right-hemisphere function as it requires the writer to hold
the whole piece in mind before deciding on an effective and accurate
title. I try to emphasize the value of the working title as a narrowing
device in transactional writing, leading to the more complete definition
of the thesis statement, a left-hemisphere function which identifies the
parts and directs their order in the entire work.

Shaping
In addition to the-physical shaping of paper as mentioned in the section

on framing (actually giving students paper in the shape of circles, triangles.
etc., or having them create their own shapes), I try to teach students how.
to shape their words. On the most graphic level, concrete poetry shapes
words into the representation of the poem's subject. Students like. writing
concrete poems; it is an activity. that involves both the right-hemisphere
functicins of space and design (and color, if you wish) and the left-hem-
isphere function of arranging parts within the whole. On the more com-
plex levels, shaping a poem. a story, or an essay requires careful attention
to the whole while simultaneously manipulating the parts. After they have
completed pre-writing exercises, I like to have .students write the first
draft of any of these forms at a single sitting, if possible. Teaching students
to suspend the critic in themselves is important in allowing the right-
hemisphere function of holistic perception to operate in designing the
shape of the whole piece. It is also important for students not to talk too
much about a poem or story before the first draft has been completed.
After that, talk can be very useful as the left-hemisphere function of critic

-begins to edit, shifting parts, deleting. or expanding within the framework.
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Clustering
Clustering (as Gabriele Rico explained in the preceding section) is asimple technique which lifts the familiar concept of brainstorming into a

new dimension: Instead of brainstorming by word or phrase association
in a linear fashion, or in a random fashion. students-are shown how to
cluster by centering the key word or phrase. circling it. then allowing each
idea to run its course in a line of related words or ideas. When .a new
idea occurs, the student begins again at the center and follows the courseof associations for this idea. She continues this pattern until ideas begin
to run out or until one of the ideas becomes .s very strong. At this point, thestudent stopS clustering and begins writing. This exercise. used for tenminutes several times a week, results in brief, tightly constructed para-graphs marked by strong use of specific details. The benefit of the cluster-ing comes from the spatial arrangement of the cluster (a right- hemisphere,
open-ended structure) in contrast to the lineftr.ar rangement of the typicalbrainstorm.

Clustering works for first graders. It works for high school students. It'works for the slow student and the bright. For the student who has been
academically successful, it may be difficult at first: some of our successfulstudents are, by the. time they are in high school. locked into left-hem-isphere modes of operating. It is exciting to allow these students to exploreactivities that call upon the other half of, their brains.

In an elementary school where I worked with teachers who were devel-oping a K-6 writing curriculum (see Appendix. pp. 43-44), every teacher
experimented with clustering. The reports, after four weeks, were sur-prising. I had expected to hear of increased fluency. I had expected tofind increased use of specific detail. What surprised me was that teachersreported, in addition to the above -benefits, that students wrote withincreased coherence. with a more sophisticated sense of how to expandand develop ideas. and with more mature sentence patterns {greatervariety as well as increased use of cumulative and complex sentences).

After- students have experienced clustering, followed by paragraphs
stimulated by the clustering, I introduce the idea of clustering relatedwords on the same stem or of color-coding the cluster in some way to
show possibilities for organizing a piece of writing. For example.. I might
ask them to color all the concrete words one color and all the abstractwords another. This activity gives students an insight into whether they
were thinking in generalities or in sensory images or, perhaps, in events.From the color-coded clusters, students can write different -kinds, ofpieces. The cluster provides a large pattern (right hemisphere) withinwhich many different arrangements of parts (left hemisphere) are possible.In the Appendix, pages 45-49, I have included several clusters drawn bystudents as pre-writing activities. The relationships between the clustersand the writings reveal intricacies of thought that can give us additional
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insight into the composing process in general and into individual thinking
processes as well.

In addition to its use as a pre-writing activity. clustering works as a
pre- and post-assessment of a student's knowledge about a topican idea.
a hook, or a film. It is useful as a quick review of a unit or a course. 1

frequently use it to help students pull together the primary impreSsions of
.a film or story. They use the right-hemisphere mode as they clUster overall
design and shape: as they begin to fill in the events. the relationships of
the characters, the importance of the .setting. they must move between
,.the two modes to achieve a whole with all of its parts in a meaningful
relationship. These clusters may he done quickly: they may be evaluated
quickly. They can tell they teacher how much discussion is necessary
before an examination or an essay is assigned. Students feel, a sense of
accomplishment when they have finished a-cluster: they know, as they
begin the writing 10 follow, that they do. in fact, have something to say.
They are not facing a blank -piece of paper.

The Motive for Metaphor

Noticing that color-coded clusters assume interesting and diverse shapes,
often giving clues to the kind of writing that emerges from the pre-writing
exercises. I expanded the concept of combining word. image. color. and
design into mandala patterning, a technique that integrates both right- and
left-hemisphere functions in a variety of assignments that include both
pre-writing and assessment.

The mandala. a Sanscrit word for center, is a design that usually has a
highly defined center and often has a complex, symbolic pattern with four
or more clearly delineated segments representing colors. psychological
functions. geographical directions, or states of mind. Jung conniclered the
mandala to he the archetypal symbol for uniting the four aspects or func-
tions of a person's character, i.e., sensation, intellect, feeling, and intuition."

Rhoda Kellogg, a well-known pre-school art educator, discovered as she
worked with children's drawings that all children draw a simple mandala
at a specific stage in-their development. As she began to conduct research,
which led her eventually to study some two million children's drawings from
many cultures, she observed that the archetypal shape of a circle with a
cross inside occurred in the drawings of every child in every culture. In her
follow -up studies, she found a positive correlation between the development
of the reading and writing skills of children and the opportunities they had
had to scribble and draw, discovering their own mandalas by combining the
physical movement of drawing, use of color and design, and image-making
into the precursors of what would later become writing and art."

The Sun-Shadow Mandala
TheSun-Shadow Mandala assignment grew out of the old classroom game
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of "What animal are you most like?" As I expanded this exercise to include
plants, colors, and numbers, I introduced the idea of creating a mandala to
portray, symbolically, characteristics of both, the sun (the left-hemisphere,
outward aspects of the self) and the shadow (the right-hemisphere, inward
aspects). To reach the shadow elements, I found that I had to teach students
how to bridge the specific images of sun and shadow with descriptive words.
By instructing each student to work from concrete images to the qualities
the images suggest. I found an opportunity to have them work successfully
with the concepts of concrete and abstract.

To begin the mandala assignment. the teacher says to the students:

I. To find your sun-self, answer each of the following questions:I. What animal are you most like?
2. What plant are you most like?
3. What color are you most like?
4. What number are you most like?
5. What kind of weather are you most like?
6. What geometrical shape are you most like?
7. What mineral (rock or gemstone) arc you most like?

Beside the name of each of the responses above, write one word
which best describes the essential qUality of each word for you.
(The teacher may include instructions here to:write a because sen-
tence for each: "I am like a sunny day because I am always happy.")

II.. To find your shadow-self, for each of the quality words above.
find a quality word that means as nearly the opposite as possible.
(For example. if you have selected mouse for the animal because it
is small, you might select the word gigantic as the opposite quality
word.) For each of these opposites, then, select a specific animal,
plant, etc. These words will be your shadow images. (The student
above, for example, selected grizzly bear as her shadow animal that
was gigantic. in contrast to her mouse, which was small.)

III. To make the Sun-Shadow Mandala. draw a circle oh plain
white paper. Inside the circle, draw or represent all of your sun
images and all of your shadow images. Create your own arrange-
ment of the images as you feel they reflect your sun and shadow
selves. When you have finished the mandala. write two sentences:
a sun-sentence, using all of your sun words, and a shadow-sentence.
using all of your shadow words. Write these sentences around the
outside of your mandala.

The Sun-Shadow Mandala (see Appendix pp., 58-65) involves students ina highly integrated activity that uses right-hemisphere functions such asdrawing, coloring, and designing as well as left-hemisphere functions such
as logical progression of idea and sentence creation. The sentence-creation
aspect of the mandala assignment may be a separate exercise in constructing
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the cumulative sentence or. it may be a purely openactivity. Both methods
result in fanciful ideas and unusual conjunctions of thought.

Over the last few years, I have collected mandalas made by children- and
adults of all ages. Teachers have used the assignment as outlined above or
modified it. perhaps using four elements rather than seven for younger
children. After doing personal mandalas. students can apply the same proCess
to sun-shadow mandalas for characters in books they are reading: this activity
has led to character studies that are rich and imaginative, filled with the
imagery of the mandalas to describe character motivation and change (see
Appendix. pp. 66-68). After analyzing hundreds of sun-shadow mandalas. I
have observed a nearly constant correlation between the degree of integra-
tion of symbols in the mandala and the students' abilities to organize and
develop ideas in writing. FSIlowing the same students in their abilities to
integrate elements has revealed a corresponding growth. in each case. in
the development in the mandala preceding the development in writing.

The Universe of Language Mandala
The Universe of Language Mandala grew out of a series of workshops that

pOet and playwright Michael McClure gave to.a group of high school students'
through the California Poets-in-the-Schools program. The process of gen-
erating the words is such a valuable exercise in helping students understand
the difference between concrete and abstract

with
that many teachers,

wfrom grade four to college. have experimented ith this mandala exercise.
First. the rules: I tell the students that they are going to create a universe

of words, a personal universe composed only of words that are important to
them. They must limit this universe to one hundred words, selected as follows:

sixteen words for each of the five senses
ten action words in their simplest form
ten -free- words, one of which must be an abstract word; the other

nine must be specific. This list may include place names, rejects
from other lists. etc.

The challenge comes in the instruction that all of the sensory words and
nine of the free words must be specific. At this point I read some poems that
contain strong imagery, identifying the concrete words and which senses
they evoke. It is a good time, too, I find, to introduce the thesaurus; I want
students to find words that are right for them. All words on their lists
should be important to them. The words may be important because of
memories, of sound, of simplicity, or of complexity. If they do not care
about a word, they should reject it.

The process.of generating word lists may become the focus for several
class periods as students become absorbed in words. During these days I am
very busy working with students. checking words to see whether they are
concrete. If a student wants the word "red:' for example, I ask her to think of
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the one thing that is most red; the answer might be "tomato," "apple," or"rose:'Whatever the answer, that word becomes the word on the list; "red"is an abstraction and cannot be used unless it is the single chosen abstraction.Selecting that one word can provide a good exercise in arranging values inthe order of greatest importanct
After the lists are generated, I ask the students to pattern their words intoa mandala:'any design that uses all one hundred words, has a focus, andreflects their sense of color and shape. Frequently the single abstraction-becomes the focus for their mandalas, but sometimes the focus is one of theaction words or simply a favorite word. Youngee students often construct agraphic image of their focu's word, working each work into a picture, sdme-what in the nature of a concrete poem. The mandalas of older students aremore likely to be abstract in design with a hint of picture or idea in theirarrangements of words (see Appendix, p. 69).
Once the universe of language mandalas are on the bulletin board, theyconstitute a composite verbal mandala of the class. The words themselvesbecome part of each student's folder and are often used in writing assign-ments. As students work withlanguage, they find that words from this assign-,ment appear with amazing frequency in. their writing. Some teachers havecompared mandalas done at the beginning of the school year with those doneat the end and asked students to write a final piece trying to explain how thetwo lists of words reveal their own changes during the year. As the studentsPexplain why one word was dropped and another added, they can see theirown universes changing and reforming.

. These two mandala assignments are suggested here as touchstones for .teachers to use in developing their own ideas for involving students in right-hemisphere activities that inclvde such components as color and design,metaphorical thinking that allows images to be joined in unusual ways, andthe-circle as a basic integrating form. The mandala assignments aid studentsin the process of image-making, a primary function in the act of writing that,at its highest levels, turns writing into an art. Combined with the left-hem-isphere skills of explaining and defending choices, making value judgments,and.-constructing meaningful sentences out of images, the mandala assign-ments provide for learning with both sides of the brain.

The Paper is Whiter for These Black Lines

For centuries, artists have learned their craft by close modeling of anoriginal vs,-;rk of art. I used to wonder why art students wasted their timeimitating when they could be creating. What I did not see was that I myselfwas slavishly imitating first one poet (cummings) then another (Dickinson)as I "created" my own poems. What I see now, however, is that by imitatingestablished writers (I remember writing an entire college essay in prose thatstaggered after Thomas Wolfe), I internalized options of style and form anddeveloped a voice of my own as more options became part of my stored
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(right-hemisphere) memory. Robert Duncan discusses his own poetics as
"derivative:' a concept that can be extremely useful to writing teachers.'h

It has even been suggested that imitating form may help a writer generate
richer content. Frank O'Hare speculated on. this possibility while doing
research on the effects of sentence-combining practice on student com-
positions:

In ,Votes Toward a New Rhetoric(t967) Christensen raised an
interesting point that may help to explain something that the
present researcher noticed in an entirely subjective examination
of the post-treatment compositions. Christehsen claimed that
"solving. the _problem of how to say helps solve the problem of
what to say ip. 5). Does this mean that form can, in some sense,

, geperate content? It was evident to this researcher that the post-
treatMent compositions written by the experifnentar group had
much-more-detail, more- --tmea t-'2 -to -them T he treatment ,group
seemed to "see- More clearly. They had more to say. Perhaps the
syntactic manipulative skill the students had developed, because
it entailed a wider practical set of syntactic alternatives. invited
or attracted detail. Perhaps knowing how does help to create

Modeling may take many forms, from sentence combining, to word-
for-word substitution, to pattern modeling of whole structures. Varieties
are endless, but the basic element lies in presenting students with a
model and defining the speqific form of patterning that they are to imitate.
These assignments, I believe, enable students to internalize patterns.
committing to memory shapes perceived by the right hemisphere. If
students move from simple to complex patterning, they acquire the
ability to use any of the structures they have modeled as options in their
own writing. The process of transference seems to operate largely on a
subliminal level; most of my students are not aware of selecting sentence
patterns that they have modeled. Their writing, however, is much richer
after these exercises, and it is interesting for them to look at their earlier
writing (all kept i-n a classrioom folder) and note the increased use of the
varied structures they now have available.,

Suggestions for Modeling
1. Use the first line of a poem as the first line of an original piece of

writing, poem or prose.
2. Block out the structure of a short essay or a poem and follow the

organization of thought precisely.
3. Model closely (word for word) a few sentences or a paragraph from

an essay or story. Follow this exercise with a few sentences in the
same style.
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4. Select two voices from a short story or novel and create a dialoguein their voices.
5. Write an additional section or rewrite the ending to a short story ornovel. (This exercise requires close study of the original, perhaps bya word-for-word substitution).
6. Identify dreamlike elements in a poem or story and create a similarpiece using dream images from your own dreams. (Having studentskeep dream logs provides a rich right- hemisphere source for thisexercise.

Any element can be isolated for modeling. I have used image, symbol,tone, audience, point of view, and imposed form (sonnet, haiku, etc.) aswell as sentence structure. The entire concept of sentence combining is';based on modeling, and researchers !--....tve discovered that practice insentence combining does, in fact, result in changes in student writing.What I notice is that students have internalized the options (a right-hemisphere function) and use these options both in first draft writing andin revision. The process of modeling also teaches students what style isand enables them to discuss different authors' literary styles with a degreeOf sophistication that signifies understanding. As students demonstratetheir understanding of an author's style by writing a close imitation; I seethe integration of the right-hemisphere function of spatial arrangement ofidea with the left-hemisphere function of logical sequence of meaning.

There is a Sense in Sounds Beyond Their Meaning
The interrelationship of form and content seems to me to be at the hearto any discussion of the teaching of writing. While it is an oversimplifica-ti )n to equate form with right-hemisphere perception and content with1 ft-hemisphere understanding,'the equation does serve as a metaphor fort is paper. Through techniques'such as clustering. mandala patterning,nd modeling, we can involve both the linear, sequential processes of

I ft-hemisphere thinking and the holistic, spatial processes of right-emisphere thinking. We can teach students how to organize content byelping them see the shape of their writing. We can create forms that willenerate content. By involving students in pre-writing activities that allowOr the image-making process of the right-hemisphere, we can ensureinished pieces of writing that have layers of complexity or strikingconjunctions of thought. By introducing them, to the patterns of thought/of the masters, we can increase options available in their own writing.
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IV

Oinclusion

In coming full circle by ending as we began. we reproduce the following
student cluster and resulting paragraph on clustering which highlights, in
its own metaphoric way, something of the importance of involving right-
hemisphere activities in the teaching of composition. It tells us not only
something of the difficulties of writing,b,pt also something of the satisfac-
tions that accrue when we, as teachers, giwe our students writing tools
and writing assignments which encourage balancing the two hemispheres
of the brain:

ori

Clustering helps make writingfor me more like taking a picture.
It gives me the opportunity to see the whole .before trying to
tackle a part, or to see a part before trying to `tackle the whole.

When I first started school, the idea of having to write was
frightening. Now I look forward to writing and do it more and
more. I still have a lot of mechanical problems, but I enjoy
writing, and putting thoughts on paper helps to clarify them in
my mind.



In the beginning of this semester, I'd sit down at my desk, take
a sheet of paper, and proceed to think up sentences one at a time,
write them down, turn them into paragraphs, re-read them, and
discover they had no flow of thought. What was I trying to say?
How was I to organize my thoilghts so they made sense? I was
having a lot of trouble, and frustrations built inside.

Clustering didn't relieve all those frustrations. Whenever I
write or try to solve tiny problem of any kind, I experience a
lot of frustration: that's merely part of the process. But clustering'
helps the see the light at the end of the tunnel, the pot of gold
at the end of the rainbow. Once I see the endthe point or main
focus I know better what to put in the middle and beginning
to provide an even flow of thoughts.

Believinu. that I will always take pictures in order to see better
and express ,,,.use sights, so will I always cluster to write better.
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Models for Constructing Frameworks for the Writing Curriculum
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Framework by Grade Level
Framework by Specific Assignment

Sample Clusters, Maps, and Related Writings

Sample Mandalas

Modeling
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Models for Constructing Frameworks for the Writing Curriculum

Model I, Framework by Grade Level, is designed to insure attention to each of the three kinds of writing expressive,

poetic, and transactional to the importance of pre-writing activities, and to the mode of learning involved in the activity

right-hemisphere, left-hemisphere, or integrated.

MODEL I

SUGGESTED MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTING FRAMEWORK FOR WRITING CURRICULUM:

GENERAL BY GRADE LEVEL

Grade Kind of

Level Writing Frequency Purpose

Pre.

Audience Writing

Mode of

Revision Learning

1 Expressive Daily Increase Peer

fluency Group

Poetic Twice a Encourage sense Peer

week of form (rhythm, Group

shape, etc.)

Transactional Once a Develop ability Peer Group,

week , to record Teacher

observations

10ImlMisbm.1.111M.11=

Cluster Once a Integrated

week

Dancing Occasionally Integrated

Drawing

Improvising

Various Occasionally Integrated

Along with the kinds of writing developed at each grade level, the curriculum should include readings of the types of writing

that students are producing. A great amount of the reading should be the writing of other students.



Model II, Framework by Specific Assignment, is designed to cover the elements of Model I while also derrionstrating the

appropriate span of grade levels for specific assignments, N,

MODEL II

SUGGESTED MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTING FRAMEWORK FOR WRITING CURRICULUM

WITH SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS

Writing Kind of

Assignment Grades Writing

Focused

Free

Writing

PreWriting Editing or Mode of

Audience Respcse Activities Revising Learning Evaluation

16 Expressive Self, Occasional Cluster None Integrated Credit for

peers, written from completion of

teacher teacher, oral assigned

from small writings in

peer group folder

4 20 Minute 4.6

Sustained

Writing on

Assigned

Topic

Class Log 3.6

Entry

SunShadow 4.6

Mandala

with

Sentences

Expressive Small group, Group

or teacher discussion,

Transactional Teacher

hevaluation

Transactional Small group, Group

teacher discussion,

Teacher

comment

Poetic Class Class

(board)

Cluster None Integrated Holistic

scoring

Various None

(drawing,

clustering)

Drawing Editing by

peers and

teacher

Integrated Credit for

completion

Integrated Credit for

completion;

evaluation by

teacher for

development

of integrative

skills



Sample Clusters, Maps, and Related Writings
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For the above: piece, childten tasted a variety of foods, clustered them,then selected one to write about.
Samantha Heilig,'Gra-de 2
Haight School. Alameda, California -

Teacher, Susan McAllister
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- In the following two items, children clustered a single word, then wrote
-whatever they felt like writing for a period of ten minutes. This process
became a daily activity. (See text)

"Paper"
Sean Williams, Grade 5
Cristensen School, Livermore, California
Teacher, Nancy Briemle
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"My Cirtus-
Andrea Garcia, Grade 5
Christensen School, Livermore. California
Teacher,-Nancy.Briemle
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Writing besr:d on Andrea's cluster.
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Map of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream assigned to help
student see the relationship of groups of characters to sub-themes.

Jim Walker,, Grade 9
Alameda High School, Alameda, California
Teacher, Elouise Graf

(Note: A map. as distinguished from a cluster, is a graphic presentation
of ideas organized in some way through the use of design, placement.
color, etc. MFC)
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Map of Great Expectations by Charles Dickens drawn in preparation for
writing an essay on the novel.

Siobhan Mihara, Grade 9
Alameda High School, Alameda, California
Teacher, Elouise Graf
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Book Report Map on Momrrzie Dearest by Christina Crawford
Deborah Alexander, Grade 9
Alameda High School; Alameda, California
Teacher, Elouise Graf
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Map of character in Julius Caesar to help

student prepare for writing a character

study. Map shows the character through

action supported, by quotations from

the text, personal relationships, habits,

and manner of speech,

Cathy Arnold, Grade 9

Alameda High School, Alameda, California

,Teacher, Mai)/ Frances Claggett



Map depicting the aesthetic theory .described by Stephen Daedalus in
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by James Joyce.

Janet Wong, Grade 12
Alameda High School, Alameda, California
Teacher, Mary Frances Claggett
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Map of Chapter 2 of The Centaur by John Updike.
Map is intended to be a graphic portrayal of the formalistic elements of
the chapter.

Janet Wong, Grade 12
Alameda High School, Alameda, California
Teacher, Mary Frances Claggett
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"Lifeline" map of student's projected character for a short story.
After constructing the lifeline, the student focused on a crisis as the
primary element of the story, using the other incidents as background
incormation for the author.

Kathy Sabo, Grade 12
Alameda High School. Alameda, California
Teacher, Mary Frances Claggett
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Sample Mandalas

Sun-Shadow Mandala
Lisa Gunn, Grade 6
Holbrook Elementary School, Concord, California
Teacher, Marvin Jacobs





Sun-Shadow Mandala
Kim Rossi, Grade 6
Holbrook Elementary School, Concord, California
Teacher, Marvin Jacobs
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Writing based on Kim's niandala.
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Sun*-Shadow Mandala with worksheet
Joey de Franco, Grade 5 .

Haight School, Alameda, California
Writing Instructor, Susan McAllister
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Sun-Shadow Mandala
Barbara Garner, Grade 7
Del Mar Intermediate School, Tiburon, California
Teacher. Cathy Schengel
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Sun-Shadow Mandala
Darci Bauer, Grade 11
Alameda High School, Alameda, California
Teacher, Judy Thompson
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Sun-Shadow Mandala

65

Laurie Williams
Teacher Training Workshop
University of California, Berkeley
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Sun-Shadow Mandala based on Antigone by Sophocles
Renee Sanders, Grade 11
Alameda High School, Alameda, California
Teacher, Mary Frances Claggett.
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Poem integrating the sun elements of Renee's mandala on Antigone.

$

NOT EVEN HER OWN DEATH

Antigone, a young tawny lioness,
inexperienced, yet full of strength.

Like a young sapling, bending but springing back;
the branches her defense, keeping all at a distance.

Her will unwavering, alone in her task.
Her spirit, the image of a spring day,

vibrant and strong. forceful as the north winds.
Pure and_unyielding, her determination the reflection

of a waterfall, letting nothing stop her in her quest
to keep her promise to Polyneices.

Renee Sanders
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In the loftily:ring passage, an extract from an eight page character study of
Brutus, the author focuses on the element of water as a, way of helping to
define Brutus' nature. He has dealt with each of the sun-shadow elements
as he portrays Brutus in relationship with others and in action in the play.

"(Brutus' idealism) can be best illustrated by the reference to that
powerful, awe-inspiring element of water, for through the honesty
of Brutus, his idealism as well as trust caused him to flow as would the
liquid in the hands of Cassius, to bend in the grasp of the will of the
scheming conspirator.... Like water, which could be raised to the
climactical extent of torrentous rage, as a river in the midst of thunder-
ing downpour, no longer conforming to the mold laid by others, but
carving its own path... is Brutus itlso: for when his sheer terror of
honesty became dominant with the idealistic visions of perfection,
he parallels a crashing flood, in that .Cassius could but be swept into
consent for his actions....

"With Antony. the trait of water as a dominating force making its own
way is not apparent in Brutus' brief and tragic encounters with Antony
throughout the play. The opportunist in Antony, however, drove him
to take as great an advantage of Brutus' other characteristic of water
his ability to conform and flow. Thus Antony molded the situation
and Brutus in accordance to the scene where he would 'move the
stones of Rome to rise and mutiny:-

Michael Chen. Grade 9
Alameda High School,-Alameda, California
Teacher, Mary Frances Claggett
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Universe of Language Mandala
A graphic representation of the student's list of
(see text, pp. 30-31).

David Tom, Grade 8
Martin Luther King Junior High School,
Teacher, Rory Bled
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Modeling

Close Modeling of George Barker's sonnet "To My Mother." In this assign-
ment, students attempt to write e word-for-word emulation of the original,
using their own subject matter.

TO MY MOTHER

Most near, most dear, most loved and most far,
Under the window where I often found her
Sitting as huge as Asia, seismic with laughter,
Gin and chicken helpless, in her Irish hand,
Irresistible as Rabelais, but most tender for
The lame dogs and hurt birds that surround her.
She is a procession no one can follow after
But he like a little dog following a brass band.

She will not glance up at the bomber, or condescend
To drop her gin and scuttle to a cellar,
But lean on the mahogany table like a mountain
Whom only faith can move, and so I send
0 all my faith, and all my love to tell her
That she will move from mourning into= morning.

George Barker
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TO MY "SISTER-

So close. so helpful, so handy. and so fai- away,
In the harbor where I go to her for comfort,
Resting: as vast as the Bay, resolute with age,
Boys and men. both, capti-Ve in her delightful wonders,
Irresistible as Stevenson, but providing shelter for
The unloved hawks. and the doves of broken homes who worship her.
She is a sibling of mine which I never had
But he like a small child running,after the ice cream truck,

She will not visibly worry about funds, fuel, food and Friends. nor concede
To lose her crew and sink down to Davy Jones's Locker,
But, rather, hang on to the Council as if it were a carrier
Which only var or peace can move, and so I deliver unto her
A message: Pax vobiscum. and all of my loyalty`to inform her
That she shall drift from sunset into sunrise.

Robert Krikourian, Grade 12
Alameda High School. Alameda, California
Teacher. Mary Frances Claggett

TO MY LOVE

Most true, most real, most wanted and most deceiving.
Deep in the soul where I often harbor you.
Sinking..; as hopelessly as the Andrea Dorea. echoing with cries,
Pride and humility helpless in the overwhelining emotion,
Solid as Apenine marble. but most vulnerable for
The romantic dream and growing infatuation that accompany you,
You are a craving no one can deny
But he like an aching hunger filling an empty soul.

You will not melt away at the end, or fade
To weaken your hold and wither to a feeble feeling,
But spread throughout the flooded soul like a venom
Which only self-control can counteract, and so I search
0. for common sense, and enough will-power to stop you
From over-ruling and becoming me.

Toni Nicosia, Grade 12 .

Alameda High School, Alamed, California
Teacher, Mary Frances Claggett



Structural Modeling of a short essay, "Fieldnotes on the Hummingbird."
In this assignment, students are to follow the structural outline of the
original, keeping to the pattern but not following it word for word.

FIELDNOTES ON THE HUMMINGBIRD
(Reprinted by permission; C 1971
The Nev Yorker Magazine, Inc.)

These field notes have come in from a bird-
watcher on Martha's Vineyard: The humming-
bird builds her nest of cinnamon ferns and spider
webs, shingled with lichens to resemble a small
gnarl on a pine branch. I Miraculously. we've Interjection of personal
spotted one just at eye level beside the dirt road reference; foreshadowing
that leads to the place we've rented here. I Two I in "rented:'
white eggs, smaller than lima beans, have hatched,
and the mother is whirring here and there
faster than ever. (What a metabolism in those
intense, short-lived, beautiful little beings!) For
nectar, she has jewelweed, trumpet vine, and
loose-strife flowering in the area; I have been
told that she .provi'des a slurry of bugs for her
young. Mostly beak at this stage, they wait for
her, motionless in .the nest. And yet they'll be
flying themselves within a week, and the migra-
tion schedule is such that they won't be found at

Fieldnote language;
close observation

Fieldnote language;
close observation.
D-escription by metaphor.

all by mid-September. 1 Of course, we won't be
here to look for them. The summer always passes
too rapidly, and I have been thinking that a vaca-
tion, with its concentration of compelling impres-
sions, can become a disquieting metaphor for
mortality itself. When it's half gone. if the weather
has been good and there have been no accidents,
you think you'll still have ample time for every-
thing you want to do. But then. suddenly. even
though you haven't stopped enjoying yourself,
you have to face the fact that in a limited number
of days this period of freedom will be at an end.

Transition

Governing metaphor

We've taken a picture of the hummingbird at
work, but her wings beat maybe eighty times a
second. and I had to warn the kids that even
through we use the fastest shutter speed on our
camera. there is sure to be a blur.

72
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Spithesis of fieidnotes and
personal observations.
Implicit extension of
metaphor.



FIELD NOTES ON A SWAN

Our swan has snowy white feathers and a long graceful neck. A mys-terious black bulge emerging from between her eyes seems to flow overthe top of a dirty yellow-orange bill. Small tufts of gray down peek outfrom among her layered tail feathers. The most obvious difference incoloring. however, is visible around the neck. Only people like myself,who live along the estuary:know that the black markings which begin' justbelow the beak line are motor oil residue. Our swan, the only swan thatlives along the estuary, lives a very lonely existence. The ducks. are allfrightened of her I would guess, because I often observe them flying awayor hiding when she comes around my home. The other wildlife seem toignore her, not even looking up when her full body skims the water'ssurface. In the last couple of months our swan has found comfort in thegasoline-sparked warmth of a small ski boat motor. Loneliness can driveaiiyone to very odd behavior. When I am alone and need a friend, I geta very sick feeling in my stomach, and being prone toward crying, thetears usually come. Alone and hysterical, I walk across town to where avery, close friend of mine used to live and just stare at his house. Strangelyenough. I usually feel better there; something very warm and secure isstirred deep inside of meold memories perhaps. It is a falsesatisfaction,
unfortunately, and the comfort of the moments near the house soon fadesinto embarrassment. The oil stains on our swan's necL. are not permanentand with time, her infatuation with the motor is over, they will fade.

Jill Guttrie, Grade 12
Alameda High School, Alameda, California
Teacher, Mary Frances Claggetr
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Loose Modeling:

FIELD NOTES ON A ROSE

, These field notes were taken in spring by a daydreamer on Bay Farm
Island: "The rosebuds face the sunlight, boosted by thorny stems. Layer
upon layer,. petals overlap each other, becoming one almond-like shape.
One of the small red bulbs, speckled with white, turns black, infested with
aphids. ,Its tattered and chewed petals will never open. The other bud
sleepi untouched under the sun. Each day, two or three veiny petals
loosen, unfurl, and stretch out, into the air. 4s the flower unfolds, it
reveals shades of red, lavender, and finally the delicate pink of a young
girl's unblemished cheeks. With each stage of a girl's maturity, one can
observe her transformation into a woman. Losing baby-fat, stocky bodies
become slender and blossom into proportion. As each month and year
passes, her loveliness increases, until it attains ultimate beauty. And then,
middle age approaches. The youthful radiance of the woman fades quickly.,
I looked outside this morning to examine the rq'se in full bloom. The wind
blew. With one gust, a rose petal floated soundlessly downwards, settling
in bi-ownishosoil. A moment with another rushing breeze, three more
petals fell lifelessly to the ground:'

Toni Nicosia, Grade 12
Alameda High School, Alameda, California
Teacher, Mary FranCes Claggett
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Topic Modeling of a poem, "Memoranda" by William Dickey. -Studentsfirst clustered the word "scars:' focusing on their own scars, scars theyhad inflicted or caused on other people, and finally on emotional scars.After clustering, they wrote a poem on some aspect of "scars:" not attempt-ing to emulate the Dickey poem.

MEMORANDA

The scars take us back to places we have been,

1,4

How, much of me is already written down.

William Dickey
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RIGHT NOW THEY'RE INVISIBLE

White hidden in whiteness,
like the famous picture of the white cow
eating marshmallows in a snow storm
.that children talk about,
but when summer come
and my skin begins to tz
they will appear like secret messages
written in invisible ink by a Russian spy.

When I look at these three white blotches
shaped like the Great Lakes on my elbow,
I see myself standing
on tip-toe
struggling to reach the counter-top
that was then six inches
above my head.

I see my fingers
gra.q3ing for the cookies
placed purposely beyond my reach,
and instead catching hold of the cord,
and screaming as coffee grounds
and black pools of water splattered
and splashed, and my mother,
her make-up half on and her hair
in rollers, running in and
"Why can't you be more careful?
...like a bull in a china shop...:'
Then she saw I was crying, and the blood,
and held my elbow under the faucet
letting the cool water wash over it,
apologizing over and over, and I cried
as I watched the red skin blister,
not knowing that the sun
would one day make me reme-,Aber
how it felt to be small.

Jana Hunt, Grade 12
Alameda Hiph School, Alameda, California
Teacher, Mary Frances Claggett
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SCARS

This gloomy day,brings memories of scars.
scars of my memories.
The day which almost ended my life,
the doctor left his mark.
The stitch lines
bring back thr' rainy day
my mother's face in horror
at my screams.

-The -red lights
flashing through my mind.
The white stretcher,
white. uniforms,
tubes in my arms.
I remember no more,
but the scar
mars my stomach.
The physical sears of my life
are healed
to be laughed about
or to have $omething
for conversation.
Cali I speak of no-y emotional scars?
Can I face them?
Can I heal them? .

'If I could see-my heart, I know the
scars would.be deep,
ugly. protruding. showing,2
condemning me.-
My family, my friends.
Theteat gets louder
ardlocider
the scar's open and clOse,

, open and.close.
They scream for
medicine.
They bleed for

The infe(..tio3
grows.
overcomes me.
I. think,

Margaret Mullens, Grade IIweep
for these hidden scars. Alameda High School, Alameda, California

Teacher, Mary Frances Claggett
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I.

STATES OF MIND

I. Rhode-Island
-White snow, blinding snow;
Kids laughing and playing.
Sledding faster, faster;
Tree, Crash, Blood.
Brave girl, lucky girl,
Twelve stiches on' top of her head.

II. Florida
Big fights, frantic fights.
Kids crying and wondering.
Could it be us, was it us?
Arguing, yelling, slam!
It's OK mom, It's OK dad.
But it wasn't.

III. California
Loud mother-child quarrels.
"Why does she do this to me?"
"I hate her!"
Accusations threats, smack!
It's not OK, but I'm fine,
Dad and I both are, here.

Melanie Anne Gauche, Grade 11
Alameda High School, Alameda, California,
Teacher, Mary Frances Claggett



Modeling after close analysis of Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
by lames Joyce.

These three pieces of writing are examples of the "portraits" that students
distill from their reflexiVe journals (journals kept during the reading of the
book as they reflect on their own epiphanies). These "portraits" each
concern a childhood memory that remains fixed, like a photo-graph, and
contains a significant insight for the author. Some of Joyce's stylistic
devices have been internalized to the point of truly reflecting the authors'
.own voices.

REFLECTIONS ON A WINDOW -PANE

The child looked beyond, through the rain-mottled glass, to the
dampened streets and sidewalks of this neighborhood. He tried to
fix his eyes upon a gathering of puddles which were beginning to
coalesce into a depression on the street. But through the glass, the
outside world could only seem a magnificent jumbality of agitated
shapes, dancing to the rhythm of the ubiquitous rain.-The child paused.
He turned to his mothe'r, ironing:

"Mom, ca-an I go over to Mitchell's?"
"No you ca-ant. Can't you see it's raining?"
Of course I can see it's raining, the boy thought. That's why I want

to get outside. There was something about the rain that strongly ap-
pealed to the boy. Was it the adventure of it, the easy discovery of a
world changed, and changing still? Rain somehow signaled escape to
the boy. as if he thought he could be carried away by the countless
trickles and rivulets into the dark place where waters finally hid. Or
perhaps the child was invigorated by the rain, and that which re-
freshed and sustained the grasses and trees somehow sustained hirri
also?

The child flattened his nose against the pane, exhaling two ghosts
which patiently began to vaporize. .A -boy appeared by the street,
engulfed within his yellow raincoat. The boy noticed him and glared
back, loosing a stifled sniff. Startled, the child turned again to his
mothei:

"Mom!"
"No!"

Tim Chin, Grade 12
Alameda High School, Alameda, California
Teacher, Mary Frances Claggett
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THE RED HILL

It wasn't my fault, please don't blame me, for heaven's sake!
We were only hungry ."

The stream was strewn with splinters of silver, twinkling .ts it flowed,
and, like mother's breast, the earth was warm and soft under our bare
feet

" Yes, I know! He was my best friend. Don't you think."
There was a boy nicknamed 'pirate: _He was the most notorious

boy in the whole village; his eyes were always filled with a little lively
maliceand he liked me.

"Of course I've been warned about it. But it hasn't happened for
decades. How do you expect

Digging up arrowroots was fun: the labor always paid back. Sweet,
hitter taste of arrowroots last long with the mild smell of the earth.

"We found lots of 'ern under the big Oak tree. And then he
I was thrown away by a galvanic force as if I were hit by a giant.

The stench of gunpowder filled the air. Landmine! The chill crept
along my i)ackbone.

" He was dead! Like a rat, flung on a cement floor, he lay in
blood

That night I heard the mountain crying. Thegroans and the sorrow
of the= old hill transmitted through my whole body, wetting my soul
with grief. I opened the window, and I saw the pale moon, shimmering
like a skull.

Kyeong Lee
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PARADISE LOST

In the beginning it was curiosity.
"Your curiosity came from an evil hearts"
"The price of sin is death:.
The room was dim without form, and.void: the massive, sullen faceof a drape-generated darkness.
A lighter was a mystery: it vomited a flickering flame in my uncle'shand.
"Don't touch that lighter!"
"You will wet your bed if you play with fire."
My cousin was batheveryone said so. She had a triangular face withslitted eyes. With her husky voice she had once told me a story thatmade my face blush. But now the room was dark and we were alone:no one was watching us.
I believed in magic when she showed me a lighter.
"Here it is. boy:"
"Of course you can do it:'
The silver lighter was pleasan' t to the eyes. and it was desirable to-satisfy my curiosity.
My fingers pulled out a tom; slitted scarlet tongue. and it licked theheavy drape.

FireFlameFearFlee
My grandfather looked at me through glasses. I hid myself in theair, melting like a candle under the blazing -sun."What did you do that for?"
"Get out!"
'Out' was cold while 'In' was warm.
'Out' was desolate while 'In' was comfortable.
In the fading sun light, I felt ashamed as if I were naked. I startedwalking, facing the setting sun. Like the hull- of my sin, the longshadow followed me.

Kyeong Lee, Grade 12
Alameda High School, Alameda. California
Teacher. Mary Frances Claggett

(Note: Kyeong Lee moved to the United States from Korea at age 15: Twoyears before these pieces were written he-spoke no English.NIFC)
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